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Gucci designer perfumes are not that popular, but one thing that is for sure is that Gucci Rush has
far exceeded the market expectations. What came in 1999 has found a version 2 (Gucci Rush 2) in
the early 2000s. That itself is a positive proof of the reach of Gucci Rush for women.

Gucci Rush is one of the most famous products that ever came out of Gucci range of perfumes.
Most people describe it as â€“ very unanimously â€“ the most long-lasting scent ever. That is one of the
strongest advantages ever for the perfume and that has worked to its benefit â€“ Gucci Rush stands
top in one of the finest perfumes preferred by women of all age groups.

Gucci Rush for Women comes as a floral perfume. It has quite a lot of natural odors of flowers and
thus brings with it an aura of charm. Yes, it does add quite a lot of charm to women â€“ but unlike other
strong scents, it does not add too much of it. There are quite a lot of soft floral scents out there in
the market. What makes Gucci Rush different is that it is the most long-lasting perfume ever â€“ some
people say it stays as long as six hours at a stretch.

Gucci Rush has one interesting feature. If you used it on you, you wouldn't quite smell the scent
much but people around you would know of it well. Lots of tones add to the wonderful features of
Gucci Rush for women. With the tones including those of jasmine, carnation, bergamot, freesia etc.,
you know it provides a lot of natural scents.

Quite interestingly, Gucci Rush is charged a bit on the high. Yes, some people think it burns a hole
in your pocket but then, the scent is worth the money. People use the scent for casual walks, for
formal occasions, for those times when you are outside for long duration and need to keep up the
fresh aroma and feel without withering. Gucci Rush 2, released later, has retained almost all the
features of the classic Gucci Rush for women â€“ and stands testimony to the popularity of the Gucci
Rush series.

You can get Gucci Rush from quite a lot of online marketplaces too. Gucci Rush, being an old
perfume (or an antique more-or-less) comes as a perfect addition to your closet. It adds the aura,
the aroma and the professional mild-mannered scent to your person.
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Buy online a TARGET_blank  Gucci Rush for Women at Perfumexy. Great prices JPG LE MALE for
Men, Eternity for Women, Lagerfeld for Men, Euphoria for Women, on a TARGET_blank Ferrari
Extreme for Men, Dolce & Gabbana for Men and more.
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